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• Application of Oxygen Transport Membrane (OTM) technology.• Hydrodynamic cold model study of a fluidized bed reactor with internals.• Simulation of methane oxy-combustion and calcium carbonate calcination.
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A B S T R A C T

In the near future, H2 is bound to become an important energy carrier used for surplus power storage and for
sustainable transportation. An innovative technology for the production of a H2 rich gas is the Sorption
Enhanced Reforming (SER) of hydrocarbons: a solid CaO-based sorbent is used to capture CO2 produced by
reforming and water gas shift, enhancing the equilibrium. CaCO3 is decomposed in a fluidized bed oxy-com-
bustion calciner and the sorbent recycled. In this work, the interest is focused on the Calcium Looping (CaL)
cycle, more specifically on the combustor/calciner fluidized bed reactor of the pilot scale platform ZECOMIX
(ENEA – 5 kmol/h of H2). The feasibility to feed O2 to a bubbling fluidized bed calciner by means of Oxygen
Transport Membranes (OTM) is studied using a simulation model. The fluidizing flow rate is made of CO2 and
CH4, preliminarily heated up to 700–850 °C by heat exchange with the output gas stream (above 900 °C); overall
gas flow rate and methane content are enough to reach vigorous bubbling fluidization (u≈ 10 umf) and tem-
perature required by calcination, respectively. Cold model experimental tests with a cylindrical bubbling flui-
dized bed reactor with internals (vertical rods mimicking the OTM system) are carried out to support the design
of the calciner unit in the ZECOMIX experimental platform. The hydrodynamic study is performed under am-
bient conditions to simulate fluidized bed expansion and to evaluate bubbles behavior in the calciner, in pre-
sence of vertical, tubular membranes for oxygen transfer.

1. Introduction

The abundance of natural gas at low cost, made available by in-
novative extraction techniques, accompanies the transition to a low
carbon economy. Natural gas is characterized by a chemical composi-
tion rich in hydrogen and relatively scarce in carbon content, so that
when its utilization replaces coal or oil, the carbon dioxide accumula-
tion rate in the atmosphere is substantially reduced [1–5]. Renewable
energy sources and increased efficiency in energy utilization will cer-
tainly characterize the economic development and allow a more even
distribution of resources [6–8], however the worldwide improvement
in standards of life requires additional energy consumption so that in

the coming decades we should still rely on an important contribution of
fossil resources [9].

Steam reforming of natural gas is the most popular route to produce
hydrogen, not available in nature as H2, the use of which is expected to
expand from today important feedstock in different chemical processes
to a widespread energy vector for power generation and transportation,
especially in highly populated areas, those most exposed to the noxious
effects of air pollution [10].

Steam Methane Reforming (SMR), and reforming of hydrocarbons
in general, is a mature catalytic process, deeply studied and widely
applied industrially [11], however still amenable to important im-
provements aiming at milder reaction conditions and higher hydrogen
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yield with a reduced number of plant equipment, which in general
terms is often called process intensification [12].

In order to enhance the equilibrium of the reforming reaction ac-
cording to the Le Chatelier principle, addition of calcium oxide sorbents
for CO2 capture to nickel catalyst in the reformer reactor has been
demonstrated to be feasible from the point of view of compatibility
between the reforming and the sorption processes as far as temperature
level is concerned [13,14], and of thermal integration between en-
dothermic and exothermic reactions:

+ + = +SMR CH H O H CO H kJ mol3 206 /4 2 2 298
0 (1)

+ + =WGS CO H O H CO H kJ mol41 /2 2 2 298
0 (2)

+ =CBN CaO CO CaCO H kJ mol178 /2 3 298
0 (3)

The utilization of fluidized bed reactors for Sorption Enhanced
Reforming (SER) would ensure steady state operation by circulation of
the bed material between reformer and regenerator [15,16]. Demon-
stration units were operated successfully and mass and energy balances

for different options of process flow sheet for industrial installations
were studied to assess technical and economic feasibility [17–19].

Intrinsic aspects concerning simultaneous catalytic reforming and
CO2 sorption reaction processes were also investigated, at different le-
vels: preparation and characterization of synthetic CaO-based sorbents
with sufficient capacity, sorption rate and stability over repeated sor-
bent-regeneration cycles, preparation and characterization of hybrid
sorbent-catalyst materials, particle attrition resistance in the fluidized
bed environment, multi-scale models at the level of single particle and
lab scale packed bed reactors, Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD)
approaches to simulate accurately the fluidized bed reformer
[14,20–25].

Less attention was payed to sorbent regeneration, i.e. calcium car-
bonate calcination, which is needed to recycle fresh sorbent to the SER
reactor, by means of a solid circulation loop, and allow steady state
operation [26]. In the whole process, however, sorbent regeneration is
the conversion step that requires the highest temperature level: in order
to obtain pure CO2 amenable to utilization and/or storage, about 900 °C

Notation

Abbreviations

ASU Air Separation Unit
CBN Carbonation
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DAGF Dispersive Axial Gas Flow
MIEC Mixed Ionic and Electronic Conducting
OTM Oxygen Transport Membrane
PGM Particle Grain Model
RTD Residence Time Distribution
SESMR Sorption Enhanced Steam Methane Reforming
SMR Steam Methane Reforming
TGA Thermo-gravimetric Analyzer
WGS Water Gas Shift

Symbols

cp g, Gas specific heat capacity, J/mol/°C
cp s, Solid specific heat capacity, J/kg/°C
Ci Molar concentration of species i, mol/m3

dB Bubble diameter, m
dcalci Calciner diameter, m
dm OTM average diameter, m
dp Particle diameter, m
DR Axial dispersion coefficient, m2/s
F Molar flow rate, mol/s
h Heat transfer coefficient, W/m2/°C
H Height, m
JO2 O2 permeation flux, mol/m2/s
kg Gas mass transfer coefficient, m/s
kr Reverse surface exchange rate constant, mol/m2/s
Kbe Bubble-to-emulsion phase mass transfer coefficient, m/s
N OTM pipe number, dimensionless
NCaO Moles per unit volume of sorbent particle, mol/m3

P Pressure, atm
Pitch Spacing among tubular OTM/rods, m
PO I2, O2 partial pressure on the permeate side, atm
PO air2, O2 partial pressure on the air side, atm
Q Volumetric gas flow rate, m3/s
rcalci Rate of calcination reaction, mol/m3/s
rCBN Rate of carbonation reaction, mol/m3/s
R Ideal gas constant, J/mol/K
S Cross section, m2

t Time, s
T Temperature, K
umf Minimum fluidization velocity, m/s
up Solid phase rising velocity, m/s
Vbed Calciner bed volume, m3

VCaO Molar volume of CaO, m3/kmol
VCaCO3 Molar volume of CaCO3, m3/kmol
Ws Solid flow rate, kg/s
X Carbonation conversion, dimensionless
Xcalci Calcination conversion/degree, dimensionless
z Axial coordinate
Z Ratio between molar volumes of CaCO3 and CaO, di-

mensionless

Dimensionless numbers

Ar Archimedes number (defined in Table 3)
De Density number (defined in Table 3)
Fl Flow number (defined in Table 3)
Le Length number (defined in Table 3)
Pe Péclet number (u H/DR)

Greek letters

Molar ratio between CO and CO2 [38], dimensionless
Density, kg/m3

µ Viscosity, Pa⋅s
Bubble volume fraction, dimensionless
Stoichiometric coefficient, dimensionless
Bed voidage, dimensionless

Subscripts and superscripts

out Output
av Average
b Bubble
e Emulsion
eq Equilibrium
g Gas phase
s Solid phase
0 Initial condition
mf Minimum fluidization
p Particle
P Probe
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are required at ambient pressure to allow a favorable carbon dioxide
concentration gap (driving force) with reference to equilibrium condi-
tions [27]; moreover, being the calcination process endothermic, heat
should be supplied to the calciner at these high temperature conditions.

The last aspect is particularly challenging, when considering both
investment and operating costs, and the overall requirement of energy
efficiency: as a matter of fact, different options have been studied to
provide the necessary input of heat, spanning from indirect heat supply
utilizing the anode waste stream from a solid oxide fuel cell coupled to
the reformer, through a bundle of heat exchange pipes resistant to
temperature as high as 1000 °C, immersed inside the particulate bed of
the calciner, to direct heating by means of oxy-combustion of a gaseous
fuel (methane), in order to avoid dilution with nitrogen of the CO2
output [28]. The latter option appears more efficient and easier to be
realized in practical cases, however the availability of a feeding stream
of pure oxygen is required, with a noticeable increase of costs. This is
especially true in the case of small to medium size installations, where
an Air Separation Unit (ASU) would be difficult to integrate in the
whole plant [17].

The innovation investigated in this work consists in the use of high
temperature Oxygen Transfer Membranes (OTM) to provide the ne-
cessary input of oxygen. Their permeability increases with an ex-
ponential function of temperature and reaches appreciable values just
at the operating conditions of the calciner; in addition, pressurization of
the air feed on the retentate side of the membrane is not needed, be-
cause the permeation mechanism is governed by the difference of
electrochemical potential and is based on the diffusion of oxygen anions
and electrons across the membrane body in opposite directions [29].

The feasibility to provide enough oxygen to a bubbling fluidized bed
calciner by means of OTM is studied with a simulation model, with
reference to the pilot scale platform ZECOMIX for applied research on
hydrogen production and utilization run by ENEA (Italian National
Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic
Development). In the case examined, a gas micro-turbine (100 kW) is
tested with hydrogen feed produced in a SER system that supplies 5
kmol/h of this fuel; a natural sorbent is utilized: calcined dolomite
[30,31].

To our knowledge, despite industrial interest for the development of
OTM technology and its great potential for oxygen separation from air
at high temperature, realization of a calciner prototype of significant

size including tubular OTMs is not yet easily feasible [32], therefore a
direct validation of the global mathematical model would be difficult/
impossible. It should be considered, however, that the model proposed
here is obtained assembling together different sub-models, all of them
validated by means of experimental measures:

• The fluid dynamic behavior of the fluidized bed calciner is char-
acterized by operating a so called “cold model”, geometrically and
dynamically similar, i.e. assuring faithful correspondence of bubble
flow, size, volume fraction inside the bed, etc.: such a procedure is
quite well established and adopted since long time [33];
• Gas mixing phenomena along the bed are quantified by axial dis-
persion, the intensity of which has been measured experimentally
on the “cold model” by determination of residence time distribution
of an inert tracer gas;
• As far as sorbent calcination is concerned, an experimentally vali-
dated dynamic model proposed in the literature [34] was further
checked and adapted by means of data purposely obtained with TGA
tests;
• As far as CaO-based sorbent carbonation is concerned, the reaction
rate under different conditions was deeply studied experimentally,
as well as with model developments, in previous works of this group
(for example [35]);
• OTM permeability data in the relevant temperature range were
previously collected in our laboratory utilizing a tubular sample of
OTM, of the same type, diameter and thickness of that proposed for
the prototype calciner, assembled in exactly the same mode as
shown in Fig. 1b. They allowed defining values of the parameters
appearing in the oxygen transfer rate expression, and calculating
oxygen flux as a function of temperature.

2. Calcination process and closure equations relevant to the
model

As mentioned above, among likely calciner configurations [36], a
solid transport reactor with fuel oxy-combustion directly in the flui-
dized bed is considered here (Fig. 1a), and its feasibility is investigated;
the feeding gas stream is made of carbon dioxide and methane, pre-
liminarily heated up to 700–850 °C by heat exchange with the hot
output gas stream (above 900 °C); flow rate and methane content are

Fig. 1. a) Conceptual scheme of the Calcium Looping (CaL) process system for CO2 capture assisted by Oxygen Transport Membranes; b) Arrangement of a single
tubular membrane and related fittings, with input air, retentate and oxygen flows.
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enough to reach vigorous bubbling fluidization u u( 10 )mf and tem-
perature conditions °T C( 900 ) required by calcination, respectively.
Fig. 1b shows with some details the arrangement of a single tubular
membrane and related fittings, with input air, retentate and oxygen
flows. Differential thermal dilatation between membranes and fitting
pipes is the main reason why this arrangement was chosen and checked
experimentally in a previous work [37].

2.1. Rate of oxygen transfer

Oxygen is fed progressively by means of a vertical bundle of tubular
Oxygen Transport Membranes (OTM) immersed in the fluidized bed,
with air inner flow. Mixed Ionic and Electronic Conducting (MIEC)
perovskite membranes show oxygen perm-selectivity at high tempera-
ture (usually > 700 °C) with a permeation flux, J ,O2 well described by
an Arrhenius-type law; it is not needed to pressurize the air feeding
stream [29,37]:

= =J k P P RT d d k mol cm s( )/ ( / )· [ / / ]O g O air O I m out m av r2 2, 2, , ,
2 (4)

=k exp T mol cm s0.488· [ 13021/ ][ / / ]r
2 (5)

The above transfer rate equation is noticeably simplified by the
assumption that, as soon as oxygen permeates through the membrane
into the fluidized bed, methane burns instantaneously at the relatively
high temperature existing there, according to the following stoichio-
metric equation, expressed in terms of one oxygen mole that permeates
through the OTM surface:

+ +
+ +

+
+

+ +
+

O CH CO CO H O2( 1)
3 4

2
3 4

2
3 4

4( 1)
3 42

4 2 2 (6)

where the ratio between CO and CO2 produced by methane combus-
tion, , is given by [38] as a function of temperature:

= exp T10 · [ 12400/1.98/ ]3.4 (7)

Such perovskite hollow fiber membranes are potentially able to
provide a pure oxygen feed to the calciner, avoiding an energy intensive
Air Separation Unit (ASU) [39], although their mechanical stability still
needs to be optimized.

2.2. Rate of dolomite calcination and carbonation

An upward moving bed of particulate solids is established in the
calciner: the exhaust sorbent, or sorbent/catalyst, material withdrawn
from the reformer is fed just above the gas distributor at about 650 °C,
while the calcined material overflows at the bed surface and is fed back
to the reformer; its heat content helps operating the SER reactor in
adiabatic mode (see Fig. 1a). Loop seals on the solid transfer lines help
controlling the sorbent circulation rate and gas leakages between both
reactors. The inlet solid mass flow rate to the calciner is fixed according
to gas decarbonation requirements of the whole process and sorbent
capture capacity.

To develop a realistic model of the calciner and obtain numerical
predictions of its behavior, Pilkington dolomite is assumed to be the
CO2 sorbent, with physical and chemical properties reported in Table 1.

In order to obtain a CO2 stream of relatively high purity, CaCO3
should be calcined in a CO2 rich atmosphere; according to the ther-
modynamic equilibrium between CaO and gaseous CO2 [27], the cal-
cination temperature increases with increasing CO2 partial pressure
(Fig. 2).

A calcination test with a fresh dolomite sample was carried out in a
Linseis STA PT 1000 Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA) equipped with
a gas flow rate dynamic control system (L40/2053), to study the dy-
namic behavior of this natural CaO-based CO2 sorbent, under condi-
tions similar to those assumed for the calciner reactor.

In this TGA test, Pilkington dolomite particles with average dia-
meter 500 µm were used as solid material.

The temperature profile consists of a first calcination step at 925 °C
of 30min after a heating ramp of 10 °C/min, followed by a cooling step
at 30 °C, always under a N2 atmosphere: this procedure assures a
complete calcination of dolomite. The carbonation step, at 650 °C for
30min, and a second calcination at 925 °C for 180min were performed
under a gas composition of CO2/N2 equal to 80/20 % by volume, while
the heating ramp at 10 °C/min between these phases was carried out
under pure CO2 atmosphere.

The experimental calcination conversion of dolomite vs time, under
severe regeneration conditions, is shown in Fig. 3.

According to the kinetic model proposed by Fang et al. [34]:

= >dX
dt

k e X C C C C(1 ) ( );calci
calci

E RT
calci CO eq CO CO eq CO0

/ 2/3
2, 2 2, 2calci

(8)

the predicted CaCO3 calcination curve, also shown in Fig. 3, fits
satisfactorily the experimental results when the pre-exponential factor,
k calci0 , in the kinetic constant is assumed equal to 18000m3/mol/s. In
their work with a different type of dolomite under similar operating
conditions, a higher value was proposed, k calci0 =23797m3/mol/s, al-
though of the same order of magnitude, denoting a somewhat faster
calcination rate in that case. The activation energy term in Eq. (8),
E R/calci , is equal to 18041 K, as proposed in [34].

As a result, the chemical reaction rate for the calcination process is:

=r N dX dt mol m s· / [ / / ]calci CaO calci
3 (9)

It should be also considered here that the partially carbonated
sorbent is fed at the bottom of the calciner, where the temperature level
is below that required for calcination; therefore, it is expected that some
additional carbonation takes place there, in presence of a gaseous phase
rich in carbon dioxide, before reaching the temperature level required
for calcination at those conditions. This might appear as an adverse
event; however, as it will become evident by results of simulations, the
heat produced by exothermic carbonation will contribute to enhance
the temperature profile and membrane permeability at the bottom of
the reactor: as a result of this virtuous circle, complete calcination is
achieved over a comparatively lower bed height than that required
when the additional source of endogenous heat provided by sorbent
further carbonation is absent; on the other hand, the methane input
needed to supply thermal energy to the calciner is kept the same in both
cases.

In previous studies [35,40,41], the carbonation process was deeply
investigated and a satisfactory Particle Grain Model (PGM) developed
and validated; according to these papers, the rate of carbonation, rCBN,
can be expressed as follows:

= =
+

+( )r N dX
dt

N k X C C

X
mol m

s C C

(1 ) ( )

1 1 1
[ /

/ ];

CBN CaO
CaO

V
CBN CO CO eq

k
D CaO

X
X X Z

CO CO eq

6 2/3
,

2
1

1 ·

3

,

CaO
CaO

CBN
PL

2 2

3 3

2 2 (10)

where:

=k k N·CBN S CaO (11)

Table 1
Physical and chemical properties of Pilkington dolomite [40].

Parameters Values

CaO [%, weight] 55.1
MgO [%, weight] 44.9
NCaO [kmol/m3] 12.7
Z [-] 2.18
εp0 [-] 0.62
εpMgCO3-CaCO3 [-] 0.13
ρp,calci [kg/m3] 1307
dp [µm] 500
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=D X D exp a X( ) · ( · )PL PL
b

,0 (12)

Parameter values applicable to the dolomite sample considered here
are reported in Table 2.

The relation existing between carbonation conversion, X, and cal-
cination degree is straightforward:

=X X1calci (13)

3. Cold modelling hydrodynamic study

In order to study the fluidization quality and to support the design
of an OTM-assisted fluidized bed calciner to be integrated in the
ZECOMIX experimental platform, a hydrodynamic study was carried
out at room temperature realizing a cold model made of a cylindrical,
transparent column with internals (vertical rods mimicking the spatial
hindrance of tubular OTM). The objective was to verify the influence of
the internals on the bubble flow and the overall residence time dis-
tribution of the gas phase.

Fig. 4 shows the cold model layout; air at room temperature (1) was
chosen as fluidization agent, and olivine was selected as bed material.
The experimental rig is equipped with a rotameters bench for air flow
measurement and control, varying from 9.30 to 513 l/min (2). Based on

the design specifications of the hot facility, and according to dynamic
similarity criteria for fluidization quality [43], the geometric char-
acteristics and operating conditions for the cold model were properly
fixed (Table 3).

Olivine (ρp= 2800 kg/m3; dp=174 μm) and dolomite
(ρp=1307 kg/m3; dp=500 μm) are both Geldart Group B powders
[44], when fluidized by ambient air. The generalization of the Geldart
classification in terms of the dimensionless numbers mentioned in
Table 3, Ar and De, allows to obtain a corresponding map for fluidi-
zation by any fluid, at different temperature and pressure levels, as
reported by [45]: olivine and dolomite particles selected for this dy-
namic similarity study, under the respective operating conditions are
represented by practically coincident points on this map, and both fall
into the Group B powders zone, i.e. they behave according to the
bubbling regime as soon as they are fluidized.

The cylindrical column shown in Fig. 4, with internal diameter of
144mm, is made in Plexiglas and a vertical tube bundle made of 136
rods, each 500mm long and 3mm in diameter, is housed inside the
fluidized bed of olivine particles (3). The rods are assembled with a
quadratic pitch and kept in position by means of two horizontal tube
spacers. A pressure probe (4), can be moved vertically and is placed at
different bed height during the experimental tests; it is connected to a
Kistler piezoelectric transducer for the analysis of dynamic pressure
fluctuations (5). It is worth noticing here that, according to the results
obtained and illustrated below, the Le dimensionless number written in
terms of the ratio between particle average diameter and the rods pitch
size is more significant than that referred to the column diameter. As a
matter of fact, for operational constraints the column diameter in the
cold model is limited to 144mm, although it should have been equal to
200mm to agree closely with the geometric similarity rule: however,
the overall outer surface area of the rods immersed in the fluidized bed
is three times that of the column wall, and results of cold model tests
(Fig. 5) show clearly the dominant effect of rods pitch on bubble size
and flow pattern inside the bed.

The ratio between the horizontal spacing among OTM pipes (ver-
tical rods in the cold model) immersed in the bed and the particle
diameter is well above 10, assuring free movement of the fluidized
particles in both systems and reliable extension to the calciner hydro-
dynamic conditions of dynamic pressure fluctuations, bed expansion
and bubble properties measured with the cold model.

These experimental investigations did show that the vertical bundle
immersed inside the bed plays a fundamental role to define the order of
magnitude of horizontal bubble size, as shown in Fig. 5. The amplitude
of dynamic pressure fluctuation is substantially reduced by the presence
of rods: Fig. 5a compares results obtained with and without internals, at
otherwise similar operating conditions; this result is confirmed by the
corresponding trend of the standard deviation of the pressure signal as a
function of fluidization velocity, measured at different bed heights
(Fig. 5b) and by visual observations of the horizontal size of bubbles
erupting at the bed surface, recorded with the help of a video camera
(Fig. 5c). Fig. 5d shows a picture of bubbles rising through the bed of
particles, close to the Plexiglas lateral wall: this picture indicates that

Fig. 2. Equilibrium curve for the reaction of CO2 with CaO. Red lines represent
the temperature jump from the solid carbonation step (SER reactor) to the
calcination conditions needed to obtain pure gaseous CO2 at atmospheric
pressure.

Fig. 3. Conversion of CaCO3 to CaO vs time: experimental data under severe
regeneration conditions and numerical predictions by Fang et al. [34] model
with modified kinetic constant.

Table 2
Model parameter values for carbonation reaction.

Calcium oxide grain diameter, δCaO [40] [nm] 150

Intrinsic carbonation rate constant, ks [42] [m4/kmol/
s]

5.95⋅10-7

Initial value of product layer diffusion coefficient,
DPL,0 [40]

[m2/s] 2.0⋅10-5

a (parameter in the expression of DPL) [40] [-] 36.8
b (parameter in the expression of DPL) [40] [-] 2
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bubbles are rather elongated, and their horizontal size is of the same
order of the pitch free section. Finally, the comparison between Fig. 5eI
and eII shows that, other things being equal, the expanded fluidized bed
height is higher when rods are absent: so, the bubble hold-up is bigger
in this case, indicating a slower bubble rising velocity. As a result, it is
possible to conclude that with vertical rods bubbles are much smaller
and faster than those observed in the corresponding particulate bed
empty of rods, in agreement with comprehensive studies on bubbling
fluidized beds with vertical membranes [46].

Additional pulse input and step tracer tests with the cold model
helped characterizing the distribution of gas residence times and
making a reasonable assumption for the fluid dynamic behavior of the
gas phase flowing through the fluidized bed. Concentration perturba-
tions in the inlet stream were realized by adding carbon dioxide to the
fluidizing air flow rate; CO2 concentration as a function of time was
detected in the outlet stream by means of a gas sampling probe located
just above the fluidized bed, a sucking fan and an ABB online analyzer.
Pulse and step tracer tests provided congruent characterization of gas
Residence Time Distribution (RTD). In Fig. 6, results obtained with a
pulse input are reported in dimensionless form, for different fluidizing
velocities. At u/umf=10, the relevant superficial velocity for simula-
tion of the calciner, the first and second moment of RTD were evaluated
and the axial Péclet number estimated.

4. Simulation model

Molar and energy balances for the calciner reactor were written
according to a Dispersive Axial Gas Flow (DAGF) approach, with the
assumption that the input flow rate, Qtot,0, is divided between bubble
and emulsion phase according to the two-phase theory of fluidization
[45] applied here to a Geldart Group B particles system:

= + = + =Q Q Q Q S u u u W S; / ; /( · )tot b e e bed mf p mf p s p bed,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0

(14)

Carbon dioxide generated by calcination of the solid phase de-
termines a progressive increase of bubble flow along the bed height,
because of the onset of endogenous bubbles. This phenomenon re-
sembles that accompanying devolatilization of biomass fuel particles
immersed in a fluidized bed [47,48], although in this case it contributes
favorably to the upward movement of the whole bed of progressively
calcined (and then less dense) particles.

On the other hand, the relatively small change of molar flow due to
carbon oxides and steam formation, when methane burns in-
stantaneously with oxygen as soon as this permeates through the tub-
ular membranes (see Eqs. (4)–(5)), is accommodated both in the bub-
bles and in the emulsion, according to the stoichiometric coefficients
shown above and the volume fraction of the respective phase within the
bed, δ and (1-δ), which in turn allows evaluating the amount of OTM
surface in contact with bubbles and emulsion phase, respectively. The
bubble fraction inside the bed is estimated from cold model tests at
different superficial velocities: the following expression was obtained
by interpolation of the experimental measurements of bed expansion as
a function of the fluidizing velocity:

= + >u
u

u0.012 0.11; u
mf

mf
(15)

In the calciner, temperature and molar flow rate both increase
progressively along the bed height and so does the gas superficial ve-
locity, u: therefore, the bubble volumetric fraction, δ, is also considered
to increase as a function of u.

Table 4 summarizes the main input parameters utilized in simula-
tions. The particulate solid is supposed to enter the calciner at the
temperature of the SESMR reactor (650 °C) and with a carbonation
degree, X, equal to 70 %, so to assure a good compromise between
carbonation capacity and CO2 sorption rate in the sorption enhanced
reformer [35]; its input mass flow rate, Ws,0, is fixed according to the
sorption capacity required by the methane reforming process. As far as
the feeding gas is concerned, the input temperature is reached down-
stream of a preheating section, thanks to exchange of heat with the
calciner output stream (≈900 °C); its fuel (methane) content is fixed
with reference to the thermal input required by the calciner, to be
provided by methane combustion; the carbon dioxide inlet flow allows
to reach the operating fluidizing velocity.

The bundle of tubular OTM is made of 341 vertical tubes, 10mm
OD, all connected in parallel to allow air flow on the retentate side (i.e.
inside the pipes) and sufficient oxygen permeation through their lateral
walls.

The height of the bed of solids in the calciner before fluidization, H0,
and its diameter, dcalci, are fixed on the base of preliminary calculations
about reasonable geometry and size of the OTM system; the bed cross
section takes into account the reduction in surface area linked to the
presence of tubular membranes.

Assuming convective plus axially dispersed flow for gas in the
bubbles and in the emulsion phase, according to RTD tests on the
cold model mentioned above, and a moving bed of solids travelling
upward, the following molar balance equations are written for each
component i (CO, CO2, H2O, CH4, solid carbonate) in steady state
conditions.

Fig. 4. Cold model layout of a cylindrical bubbling fluidized bed with internals.

Table 3
Geometric characteristics and operating conditions of the calciner reactor and
of its dynamically similar cold model.

Calciner (T≈900 °C,
P= 1 bar)

Cold Model (T= 20 °C,
P= 1 bar)

kg m( / )g
3 0.46 1.1

µ Pa s( · ) 4.4⋅10-5 1.8⋅10-5

kg m( / )p
3 1307 2800

d µm( )p 500 174
D mm( )column 600 144
OD tubular OTM rods mm/ ( ) 10.0 3.0
Pitch size mm( ) 28.9 10.0
u m s( / )mf 0.06 0.04

=Ar
dp p p g g

µ

3 ( )
2

1.10⋅106 1.25⋅106

=De
p

3.5⋅10-4 3.9⋅10-4

=Fl u
umf

0 11 10

=Le L
dp

Pitch
dp

58 57
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Bubble gas phase
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where the stoichiometric coefficient i, given by Eq. (6), is positive for
combustion products and negative for methane.

The volumetric bubble flow rate changes with temperature and
molar flow, according to the equation of state for ideal gas (the pressure
drop through the fluidized bed is neglected):

= = = +Q Q
T
T

F
F

Q
T F

R
P

dQ
dz

F
dT
dz

T dF
dz

R
P

; ;b z b
g z

g

b z

b

b

g b

b
b z

g
g z

b
, ,0

,

,0

,

,0

,0

,0 ,0
, ,

(17)

= + rdF
dz

N d J S(1 )(1 ) ;calci CBN
b

i
i m O mf bed2 /

(18)

where:
= <r r if C Ccalci CBN calci CO CO eq/ 2 2, (see equation (9))
=r r if C Ccalci CBN CBN CO CO eq/ 2 2, (see equation (10))

=C
F
Q

CCO b
b z

b z i CH CO H O
i b2,

,

, 4, , 2
,

(19)

Fig. 5. Fluidization quality observed with the cold model with and without internals. a) amplitude of pressure fluctuations; b) standard deviation vs fluidization
velocity; c) horizontal bubble size estimated at the bed surface by visual observations; d) the effect of the bundle of vertical rods on the reduction of bubble size
(initial bed height = 153mm and u/umf =10); e) comparison of bubbling bed height (bubble hold-up inside the bed) without (I) and with (II) the bundle of vertical
rods (initial bed height= 280mm and u/umf =10).
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Emulsion gas phase
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Gas interchange between bubbles and emulsion, per unit volume of
the bed, is described by means of a transfer term appearing in the molar
balance for each compound: the transfer coefficient, Kbe,i, is estimated
according to the method proposed by Kunii and Levenspiel [36]:

= +K u D g
d

3
4

· ·be i mf i CO
B

, , 2
1/2

1/4

(22)

Calcium carbonate solid phase

= ru N dX
dz

(1 )(1 )p CaO mfcalci/CBN (23)

where up is defined in Eq. (14) with reference to solid mass flow rate
and density in the entrance section, at the bottom of the bed; up is
constant along the bed because particle volume doesn’t change.

Boundary conditions:

Danckwerts boundary conditions are adopted both at the entrance
and exit cross sections of the system [49]:

= = =

=

= = = =

z F F Q Q F

C Q D dC
dz

S

C Q D dC
dz

S X X z H dC
dz

0 | ; | ;

0

; 0

b e b e CH

CH R
CH

bed
b e

i R
i

bed
b e i CO H O

bed
i

0 / 0 / 4,0

4
4

0, /

0, / , , 2
0

(24)

Gas and solid enter the calciner reactor at different temperature, so
two different energy balances are considered, although a numerical
estimate (see Supplementary Material) shows that after a distance of
the order of the average particle diameter the temperatures of both
phases assume very close values.

A thermal conductivity term is omitted in the mechanism of energy
transport in the bed of solids: numerical integration with the addition of
such a term in Eq. (26) shows that the results, specifically the solid
temperature profile along the bed, change very slightly, when com-
pared with those obtained with the purely convective energy transport
mechanism. In addition, the presence of a dense vertical packing system
(the tubular membrane bundle) hinders back-mixing phenomena inside
the bed. These are conservative assumptions, because the effective
temperature profile in the bottom part of the bed might be somewhat
steeper than that calculated by the model (Figs. 7 and 9), with a relative
increase of OTM permeability and a reduced height of the reactor to get
solid calcination.

Gas phase energy balance

= + rF C
dT
dz

h
d

T T C T T S

J N d H F H H

· · (1 )(1 ) 6 ( ) ( )

0.04 /

calci CBNg p g
g

mf gs
p

s g p CO s g bed

O m out r CH comb CH bed

, / , 2

2 , 1 4,0 , 4 (25)

Solid phase energy balance

= + r

r

W C dT
dz

h
d

T T C T T

H S

· · (1 )(1 ) 6 ( ) ( )calci CBN

calci CBN

s p s
s

mf gs
p

g s p CO g s

r bed

, / , 2

/ 2 (26)

Boundary conditions:

= = =z T T T T0 ;g g s s,0 ,0 (27)

The gas – particle heat transfer coefficient, hgs, is estimated by
means of the Gunn correlation [50]:

Fig. 6. Dimensionless characterization of gas phase RTD for the cold model
operated at different fluidization velocities; estimate of the axial Péclet number
for. =u u10 mf0

Table 4
Input parameters for the numerical simulation of the calciner reactor.

Operating conditions Values

P [atm] 1
Tg,0 [°C] 850, 750, 700
Ts,0 [°C] 650
FCH4,0 [mol/s] 0.25
FCO2,0 [mol/s] 1.33

OTM system
N [-] 341
dm out, [mm] 10.0
dm av, [mm] 9.6
HOTM [mm] 640, 740, 820

Calciner size
H0 [mm] 770
dcalci [mm] 600
Sbed [m2] 0.26

Main input parameters values
umf calci, (900 °C) [m/s] 0.06

mf [-] 0.4
Ws,0 [kg/s] 0.09
X0 [-] 0.70

p,0 [kg/m3] 1698
dB [mm] 28.9 (dB,0), 57.8, 86.7
DR [m2/s] 0.18
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= + + + +Nu Re Pr

Re Pr

(7 10 5 )·(1 0.7 ) (1.33 2.4 1.2 )·mf mf mf mf
2 0.2 1/3 2

0.7 1/3 (28)

The heat capacities of both gas and solid chemical components are
calculated by mean of correlations as functions of temperature [51].

4.1. Results of simulations

The above balance equations, together with boundary conditions,
were integrated numerically utilizing function BVP5C of MATLAB®
software. The BVP5C function uses a code that implements the four-
stage Lobatto IIIa method to obtain the solution of the differential
equations. This is a collocation formula and the collocation polynomial
algorithm provides a C1-continuous solution with uniform fifth-order
accuracy in [0,H]. In particular, the formula is implemented as an
implicit Runge-Kutta routine, where the algebraic equations are solved
directly [52]. The BVP5C function is able to estimate the true error, that
between the exact solution of the original partial differential equations
system and the numerical solution of the ordinary differential equations
system. Thanks to this estimation, the function adapts the spatial dis-
cretization in order to keep the error lower than the tolerance declared
by the user. For this reason, a sensitivity analysis was carried out
varying the maximum relative and absolute error from 1·10−1 to
1·10−8, corresponding to an initial spatial discretization of 2⋅10−4m
and 8·10−6m, respectively. The maximum absolute difference between
corresponding concentration values evaluated at the different tolerance
limits is in the order of 1·10-5. The default values (relative error equal to
1·10−3 and absolute error equal to 1·10−6) were then used for the si-
mulations to reduce the computational time, without losing accuracy of
the results.

Parameter values reported in Table 4 were initially fixed as a result
of preliminary guesses on the reactor sizing and operating conditions.
Major results obtained with simulations are summarized in Fig. 7.

The gas temperature profile along the bed is shown in Fig. 7a, to-
gether with the progressive reduction of the calcium carbonation de-
gree. It is worth noticing that, under the assumed operating conditions,
the bed of solids is predicted to reach a fully calcined state at the top of
the calciner, where the particulate solid is extracted to be circulated

back to the SESMR reactor; the gas temperature first increases up to a
level suitable for calcination and then keeps an almost constant value
during the reaction process. The initial, abrupt decrease of Tg, from
850 °C to about 750 °C, is the result of the intense exchange of heat with
the solid phase taking place there. The particle heating time when in
contact with the hotter gas stream at the bottom of the calciner is es-
timated close to 1 s, corresponding to a distance of around 400 µm
above the bottom of the bed [36]. (Calculation details are reported in
the Supplementary Material).

Progressive methane combustion along the reactor with oxygen
permeated through the OTM system allows reaching the desired gas and
solid temperature: Hcalci marks the end of this heating process and the
start of the calcination process, just 0.15m, i.e. about a quarter of the
overall height of the membrane vertical bundle, HOTM. The massive
calcination process is completed just below HOTM, fixed thanks to a
preliminary dimensioning of the OTM system in terms of available
permeation surface and oxygen permeation rate, JO2, as a function of
temperature.

JO2 increases exponentially with temperature (see Eqs. (4) and (5)),
so that the heating step is affected by low oxygen permeability in the
entrance region: in simulations, it is assumed that the membrane tem-
perature is equal to Tg at each reactor height. As a result, it is important
to guarantee a temperature level as high as possible in the entrance
section of the reactor: this is partially obtained by upstream heating the
gas entering the calciner, as mentioned above and discussed in the
following model sensitivity analysis, and also helped by an initial,
further carbonation of the incoming solid particles put into contact with
a gas rich in carbon dioxide, at a temperature level below that needed
for calcination, as evidenced by the numerical results shown in Fig. 7a.
This exothermic process, already mentioned in section 2.2 and simu-
lated by means of a reliable carbonation model (PGM), makes available
an additional amount of heat compared to that produced by the com-
bustion of methane, right in the bottom area of the calciner.

On the other hand, to avoid that gas (and solid) temperature in-
creases above the level required by calcination, once it has been com-
pleted, it is crucial to choose the proper height for the OTM bundle,
HOTM, and/or methane input flow rate. In simulations, some heat losses
from the calciner to the surroundings have been considered along the

Fig. 7. Major trends vs bed height obtained
in simulations (Tg,0 = 850 °C, X0= 70 %,
HOTM>bed height obtained in simulations
= 0.64m, dB= dB,0): (a) gas temperature
and solid carbonation conversion; (b) molar
flow rate of different gas compounds; (c)
volumetric concentrations in the bubble and
in the gas phase; (d) bubble-, emulsion- and
overall volumetric gas flow rates.
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height of the reactor, in the measure of 4 % of the heat produced by
methane combustion; this assumption is considered satisfactory for
pilot scale, well insulated equipment. This explains the slow decline in
the temperature level appearing in Fig. 7a with reference to the upper
part of the calciner, that above the tubular OTM bundle.

Temperature stability during calcination denotes that oxygen per-
meation is the step controlling the evolution of the particles de-carbo-
nation process, via the heat input rate associated to methane combus-
tion, which is essential to progress the endothermic calcination reaction
and keep the temperature level above the threshold value assuring
appreciable chemical kinetics.

Fig. 7b shows the evolution of molar flow rate of all gas compounds
along the bed height, as predicted by the model. The reduction of CH4
molar flow and increase of CO and H2O, as a result of the combustion
reaction with O2, is moderate in the bottom part of the calciner, con-
firming the above discussion regarding oxygen permeation as a function
of temperature.

Volumetric concentrations are reported in Fig. 7c: the overall gas
molar density first decreases because of temperature increases (ac-
cording to the ideal gas law) and then remains quite stable. For each
component, very slight differences in concentration between bubble
and emulsion phase are predicted, because bubbles are very small (see
the sensitivity study below) assuring a relatively large specific surface
area for interphase bubble-emulsion mole transfer. It is also noticeable
the influence of axial dispersion on the concentration profile of the
combustion products (mainly CO and H2O, see Eqs. (16) and (20)),
which are not present in the reactor input flow rate with a convective
contribution.

The change in volumetric concentration and molar flow rate of all
components have a clear effect on the profile of volumetric flow rate in
the bubble and emulsion phase, respectively (Fig. 7d). In absolute
terms, the increase of bubble flow vs bed height largely predominates
due to the formation of endogenous bubbles when gaseous CO2 is
formed because of de-carbonation of solid particles. In the model, the
most straightforward consequence is the increase of bubble fraction
with superficial velocity, u, according to Eq. (15), progressively from
about 23 % to about 30 % of the whole bed volume.

4.2. Model sensitivity analysis

Figs. 8 (a, b, c), 9 (a, b, c) and 10 show the sensitivity of simulations
as a function of some model parameters and input conditions.

In Fig. 8 the influence of the equivalent bubble diameter (the dia-
meter of a sphere with the same volume as that of the average bubble)
on gas concentration profiles along the bed is shown. The simulations
previously reported in Fig. 7 were obtained assuming dB= dB,0, i.e.
equal to the spacing of pitch chosen for the vertical bundle of tubular
OTMs, and in agreement with evidences gathered from the cold model
about the existence of small bubbles predominantly confined between

neighboring OTM pipes. However, those evidences also show that
bubbles are generally quite elongated, with length substantially bigger
that width. For this reason, it was decided to investigate the influence of
increasing equivalent bubble diameter; the remaining model para-
meters keep the same values as that in Fig. 7. The comparison among
trends shown in Fig. 8a, 8b and 8c, respectively, indicates that, for each
component, the small concentration gap between bubble and emulsion
phase at a given bed height is predicted to enlarge slightly as the bubble
size increases, because the specific bubble surface becomes progres-
sively smaller, and corresponding interphase molar flows are reduced.
In none of the examined cases, however, the major parameters char-
acterizing the calciner behavior, for example Hcalci, are affected sig-
nificantly.

On the other hand, Fig. 9 shows that more important changes are
linked to differences in the input temperature of the gas stream, Tg,0. As
it was mentioned above, the solid input temperature (Ts,0=650 °C) is
fixed by the operating temperature of the reforming and CO2 sorption
reactor, so that it can hardly be changed, instead the input gas tem-
perature level could be chosen as a result of heat recovery strategies
from process streams. Fig. 9a and b show that temperature strongly
affects oxygen permeation through the OTM surface and consequently
sensible heat released by methane combustion, so that the whole tem-
perature profile along the calciner undergoes considerable variations.
This means that temperature levels assuring substantial rate of calci-
nation may be reached at increasing height in the calciner, and in some
cases a complete calcination of solid particles could become proble-
matic (Fig. 9c).

In a recent paper on CFD simulation of a SESMR fluidized bed re-
actor at pilot scale [25] we did show the influence of the degree of
sorbent calcination fed to the reformer on the estimated performance of
the combined methane reforming and CO2 capture process. The nu-
merical results of the CFD model showed that with fully calcined par-
ticles and at every investigated superficial velocity, a composition close
to sorption enhanced chemical equilibrium was obtained; when the
initial calcination degree is reduced, the hydrogen yield is also reduced,
although higher than that corresponding to plain SMR equilibrium. As a
result, complete calcination is a desirable target, even if not a strict
requirement.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the contribution to the temperature profile in
the calciner provided by the exothermic, initial solid carbonation,
which becomes increasingly important as the inlet temperature is more
substantially reduced: simulation results reported in Fig. 10 show
clearly that, without this contribution, temperature (and consequently
oxygen permeability through the OTM) would have a profile con-
siderably less steep in the bottom part of the calciner, so that calcina-
tion would require comparatively larger OTM surface (and bed height):
as shown in Fig. 10, the required membrane surface area would in-
crease by 15 % with a gas input temperature of 850 °C. Additional si-
mulations indicate a corresponding increase of 35 % when the inlet gas

Fig. 8. Volumetric concentrations along the bed height as functions of the equivalent bubble size, dB; all remaining model parameters are those utilized in Fig. 7.
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temperature is equal to 750 °C, and for lower gas inlet temperature it
would become quite difficult to reach reasonable membrane perme-
ability without the contribution of exothermic solid carbonation at the
bottom of the reactor. On the other hand, the numerical results reported
in Fig. 10 clearly show that the required, overall methane consumption
would not change, as expected. Once more, membrane oxygen per-
meation is identified as the limiting factor for a smooth and efficient
operation of the calcination reactor.

5. Conclusions

This work addresses the regeneration step of CaO-based sorbents
utilized cyclically to capture CO2 in sorption enhanced steam reforming
processes, like SESMR, which are developed to increase efficiency, se-
parate carbon dioxide and reduce costs of traditional SMR. Calcination
is an endothermic process and needs to be performed at high tem-
perature (≈ 900 °C) even at atmospheric pressure, if a pure CO2 stream
is desired for sequestration and/or utilization. Providing heat under
those conditions is not an easy task: to allow a direct supply of heat
inside the reactor, oxyfuel combustion of methane is suggested utilizing
Oxygen Transport Membranes (OTMs), a potentially convenient means
of air fractionation at high temperatures, especially in case of small
scale applications.

Previous studies allowed to characterize oxygen permeability for
tubular OTMs and to validate an Arrhenius-type model for the oxygen
permeation flux as a function of temperature. Moreover, in this study
the calcination kinetics of a dolomite sample was investigated by means
of TGA experimental tests, which helped defining the kinetic constant
to be inserted in a rate expression taken from the literature. Finally,
realization and operation of a cold model, geometrically and dynami-
cally similar to the calciner, allowed to highlight the hydrodynamic

fluidization quality and gas residence time distribution when a vertical
bundle of rods mimicking OTM pipes is inserted in a cylindrical bed of
powder.

The above experimental evidences were utilized to propose a si-
mulation model to predict numerically the behavior of the calciner,
made of molar balances for each chemical species in the bubble,
emulsion and solid phase, and energy balances for gas and solid flowing
along the reactor. Reference is made to the ZECOMIX SESMR pilot plant
(5 kmol/h of H2).

The numerical results show that in the examined case is indeed
feasible the complete calcination of the mass flow rate of dolomite re-
quired by the SESMR reactor, utilizing the OTM surface immersed in
the fluidized bed to burn methane in the oxy-fuel mode and provide the
necessary input of heat. Oxygen permeability through the membrane is
a strong function of temperature, so that the extent of calcination ob-
tainable is related to the temperature level at the inlet of the calciner; as
a result, the oxygen transfer rate is the key kinetic step affecting size
and operating conditions of the calciner. Simulations show the im-
portant contribution to enhance temperature profile (and oxygen per-
meation) in the bottom region of the calciner offered by further car-
bonation of the inlet solid particles, which reduces the overall height of
the OTM bundle and of the fluidized bed, without increasing the
thermal load provided by methane oxy-combustion.
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